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ABSTRACT. Tota l impurity content of sa lt plus carbon dioxide was es timated as a function afgra in size and 
depth in palycrystalline ice samples cored from a temperate glac ier by measuring the electrica l conductivity 
of the melt with a ir excluded. Conductivity decreased with increasing depth a nd grain size a nd ranged fram 
2.6 X 10- 5 to 0 .4 X 10- 5 0 - 1 m- I a t o°C. T he conducti vity of pure water a t o°C is o. I X 10- 5 0 - 1 m- I. 
Studies of the configuration of the three phases a nd of ill situ tempera ture were a lso made. Thermodyna mic 
constra ints indica te that these impurities a re probably concentrated as fo llows: a bout 5 mol m - 3 in the 
liquid in the veins a long three-gra in intersections, roughly I X 10 - 6 mol m - 2 associated with grain-boundary 
a rea exclusive of veins, and a bout 0.7 X 10- 3 mol m- 3 in volume exclusive of veins and grain boundaries . 
The las t of these categories seems to account for most of the impurities in coarse ice (grain size abou t 20 mm), 
but a ll three categories seem significant in fine ice (grain size abo ut 2 mm ). D ifferences in bulk impurity 
content poss ibly indicate different histories of Rushing by water. 

R ESUME L es impuTetcs dalls la g lace de glacier tempCri et lellT distribution. Pour es timer le contenu tota l en sels 
e t gaz carbonique en fonct ion de la dimension des gra in. et d e la profondeur d a ns des echantillons d e glace 
polycrys talline preleves par forage d a ns un glacier tempere, on a mesure la conducti vite electrique d e l'eau 
d e fusian, a ir exclu. La conducti vite decroi t avec la profondeur et la dimension des grains, e t varie de 
2,6 x 10- 5 it 0A X 10- 5 0 - 1 m- I it o°C . La conductivite d e l'eau pure a o°C est de a, 1 X 10- 5 Q- I m- I. 
On a aussi etudie la configuration d es trois phases et de la tempera ture "in situ". D es considera tions thermo
d ynamiques indiquent que ces impuretes sont probablemen t concentrees comme suit ; environ 5 mol m- 3 

d ans le liquide d es vides aux intersections de trois gra ins, it peine I X 10- 6 mol m - 2 le long de la surface des 
grains, it l'excl usion des vides, et environ 0,7 X 10- 3 mol m - 3 da ns le volume a l 'exclusion des vides et des 
limites de gra ins. La derniere de ces ca tegori es semble rend re compte de la plus gra nde partie des impuretes 
d a ns la glace a gros grains (elements d 'environ 20 mm ) m a is les trois categories sont importantes d a ns la 
g lace fine (grains d 'environ 2 mm d e diametre). Les differences entre les te neurs possibles en impuretes a 
l' unite de volume, revClent des hi stoires differentes du lavage de la glace p a r J'eau . 

ZUSA MM ENFASSUNG . Verullreilligwlgen ulld illre Verteilllng im Eis temperieTter Cletscller. Der Gesamtgehalt 
a n Salz- und Kohlendioxyd-Verunreinigungen in polykrista llinen Bohrproben aus einem temperierten 
Gletscher wurde a ls Funktion cle r K orngrosse und T iefe cl urch Messung d er L eitfahigkeit d es luftfreien 
Schmelzwassers a bgeschatzt. Die L eitfii higkeit nahm mit cler Tiefe und K orngrosse ab und bewegte sich 
zwischen 2,6 X 10- 5 unci 0,4 X 10- 5 Q- I m- I bei o°C. Die Leitfahigkeit reinen Wassers bei o°C ist 0, I X 10- 5 

Q- I m- I. Auch clie K onfi guration d er drei Phasen und die in-situ-Temperatur wurden untersuch t. Thermo
d ynamische Einschriinkungen weisen auf folgencle wahrscheinliche Verteilung d ieser Verunreinigungen hin : 
e twa 5 mol m- 3 in Russiger Phase in d en Adern langs clreifa cher K arngrenzen, ungefahr I X 10- 6 mol m- 2 in 
Korngrenzgebieten a usschliess li ch der Aclern und etwa 0, 7 X 10- 3 mal m- 3 in R ii u men ausserhalb d er Aclern 
unci K orngrenzen. Die letzte d iese r K a tegori en scheint fur die meisten Verunreinigungen in g robem Eis 
(Korngrosse e twa 20 mm) zuzutreffe n, a ber a lle clrei K ategorien sind bezeichnend fur feines Eis (K orngrosse 
etwa 2 mm). Un terschiecle im Gesa mtgeha lt an Verunreinigungen deuten m oglicherweise auf unterschied
liche Vorbearbeitung durch Wasserspi.i lung hi n. 

r . I NTRODUCTION 

Many stud ies have been made of the impUrIties in glacicr ice, a nd from many different 
points of view. Examples are th e study of impurities to examine the record of man-made 
pollution, the use of impurities and isotopes as tracers giving useful information about the 
origin of the ice, a nd the effect of impuriti es on the m echanical and electrical properties of ice. 
T h e a pproach of this work is som ewhat similar to the last of these, in that it focuses on the 
physical chemistry of temperate glacier ice, and esp ecia lly on the distribution of impurities 
among the three phases and the grain boundaries. Examples of a som ewhat similar approach 
are R ena ud (1949), ""ho showed that impurities tend to be concentrated at grain boundaries, 
and Paren and Walker (197 1), who considered some effects of the limi ted solubility of im
purities in the so lid phase . Considerable information about the incorporation of impurities 
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into laboratory grown ice also exists (Maeno, 1973, for example) . The chemistry of temperate 
ice is of special interest because of its relation to the thermal properties and the hydrology of 
the ice. 

Measurements were made in the field on core samples from Blue Glacier, a temperate 
glacier on Mt Olympus, Washington State, U.S.A. The coring was done in August 1972 at a 
site slightly below the usual late-summer snow line. Further information on the field setting, 
the texture of the ice, and the configuration of the liquid and gas phases is given by Raymond 
and Harrison ( 1975) ' As part of the work, deep temperature m easurements were made at a 
nearby site (Harrison, 1975[b] ). A study of the electri cal conductivity of melted samples 
and its relation to these other studies is described here. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND R ESULTS 

Cores 150 mm in diameter were obtained with a thermal core drill , as described by 
Raymond and Harrison (1975) ' The core was removed from the fibre-glass core barrel with 
polyethylene gloves and carried to a nearby snow cave where a length of about 150 mm was 
cut out with a few strokes of a stainless-steel ice pick, rinsed with the melt of the previous 
sample, and placed in a " Pyrex" glass beaker. The beaker was placed in a small vacuum 
ch amber and the air pumped out, after which heat was applied and the sample melted at the 
triple point. A conducti vity cell with platinized electrodes, mounted inside the lid of the 
vacuum chamber, was then immediately inserted into the melt with the help of a sliding 
vacuum seal, and electrical conductivity was measured using a 400 Hz square-wave signa l. 
A slow pumping rate was continuously maintained during the melting and the conductivity 
measurement. A tendency for the m easured conductivity to incr ease slowly with time was 
noted , although the original conduc tivity could be recovered by lifting the cell out of the melt 
and replacing it . Because of this instability, the estimated accuracy is roughly 30% . It is 
n ecessary to do this type of measurement with air excluded because the electrical conductivity 
of water equilibrated with atmospheric carbon dioxide (about 6 X 10- 5 Q- I m- I at o°C) is 
considerably greater than that of any of the samples measured , and the carbon dioxide, once 
dissolved, is not easily removed. 

It is known from studies of cold glaciers that core samples can be contaminated during 
drilling, both in dry holes and in those into which anti-freeze or other liquids have been put 
(Murozumi and others, 1969; Ragone and Finelli, 1972 ). The situation in our experiment 
was somewhat different, in that the core hole contained water from the glacier, probably 
of very high pur ity . Also, the heat dissipated along the core barrel in order to transmit high 
current to the heater tended to help remove impurities by melting roughly 10 mm from the 
surface of the core. Nevertheless, the possibility of some contamina tion during drilling, 
h andling, or melting cannot be excl uded, even though the sam ples were found to be extremely 
pure. An interesting possibility is the very opposite : that impurities may have been lost by 
liquid motion through the veins lying along the three-grain intersections (Nye and Frank, 
1973) . This is likely to be unimportant because ( I) much of the liquid forced out by excess 
gas pressure in bubbles probably tends to be trapped by intervening bubbles, and (2) gravity 
drainage through the small-diameter veins is small on the time scale of about 5 min between 
core recovery and placement of samples in the beaker. More information is given by Raymond 
and Harrison ( 1975) . 

The conductivity measurem ents were accompanied by the determination of grain size, 
which is defined to be the reciprocal of the number of grain-boundary intercepts per unit 
length of randomly oriented lines (McLean , 1957, p . 112), as measured on thin sections and 
etched surfaces. Each grain-size sample was cut perpendicular to the core axis , a nd was 
usually located within about 50 mm of the conductivity sample . Since the grain size was 
probably not always the same in both samples, some uncertainty in the grain size of the 
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conductivity sample exists . Other related textural studies are d escribed by Raymond and 
Harrison (1975) . 

The impurity and textural measurements are summarized in Figure I , which illustrates 
the tendency for inc reasing grain size and decreasing conductivity with depth . 
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Fig. I. Dependence oJ o OG electrical conductivity oJ melted samples upon grain size and depth . ALL samples were bubbly except 
those marked with the symbol C. The sample at zero depth consisted oJ snow. The collductivil)' oJ pure water is indicated 
at the toj) oJ the figure. 

3. DISCUSSION 

3. I . Impurity content and dependence upon grain size 

Figure I shows th at there is a d ecrease in electrical conductivity of the melt with increasing 
grain size. Although there is considerable scatter , at least som e of it is probably due to 
uncertainty in the grain size of the conductivity samp les, and it therefore seems reasonable to 
attempt to assign representative values of conductivity to fine and coarse ice. As we sha ll see, 
this permits a discussion of the location of the impurities. A conductivity of 2 X 10- 5 Q - I m - I 
is fairly representative of fine ice (grain size between I and 3 mm) and a conductivity of 
about 0.7 X 10- 5 Q - I m - I, of coarse and very coarse ice (grain size greater than 10 mm). 

Since no chemica l analysis was performed, the comp:Jsition of the impurities contributing 
to the conductivity is uncertain. It is possible that the impurities are mostly salts, bu t the 
contribution of in situ carbon dioxide needs to be considered also. (The experimental technique 
was designed to avoid contamination by external sources of carbon dioxide. ) Some laboratory 
experiments carried out before the field work indicated that little carbon dioxide, once 
dissolved in the melt, would be r emoved by the time that the conductivity was m easured. 
Whether or not any carbon dioxide present in situ was ever dissolved in the melt, or merely 
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pumped away, is not certain . But since most of the m elting took place a t the sample b ottom, 
where a gas-filled cavity was usually seen to form , it seems likely that contact with the liquid 
was main tained long enough for m ost of the carbon dioxide to b e dissolved . The carbon 
dioxide content of temperate glacier ice has been studied by others. W eiss and others ( 1972), 
for example, determined by direct gas analysis carbon dioxide con tents in the range 0.5 X 10- 7 

to 7 X 10- 7 m 3 at s. t.p. per kilogram of ice. This would correspond to a melt conductivity 
range of about 1.5 X 10- 5 to 7 X 10- 5 Q- I m- I (see Appendix), which is to be compared with 
our m easured range of 0.4 X 10- 5 to 2.6 x 10- 5 Q - I m - I. Al though it may be possible that 
their extraction technique also removed carbon dioxide from carbonate dust particles, their 
results certainly indicate that carbon dioxide in the ice itself may be importan t. 

If the impurities a re mostly salts, the electrical conductivity K can be used to es timate 
their total concentration (see Appendix). At ooe the concentration C in equiva lents* per 
unit volume and the conductivity K are related b y 

C ~ V(K- KO) ( I) 

where v = 150 equivalent Q m - 2 and KO = 0. 1 X 10- 5 Q- I m- I is the conductivi ty of pure 
water. Equation ( I) applies to the concentration of the melt . The concentration of the bulk 
ice is smaller by a factor equal to the density ratio of about 0.90. If carbon dioxide is a lso 
present, it is possible to interpret Equation (I) as giving an estimate of the total concentration 
of salt plus carbon dioxide, because over the concentration range of interest the d ep endence 
of concentration on conductivity is roughly the same for both substances. T he approximation 
involved is discussed in the Appendix. 

With this interpretation and its limitations in mind, the representative contents of salt 
plus carbon dioxide of the fine and coarse ice are about 3 X 10- 3 and 0 .8 X 10- 3 equivalent m- 3 

respectively. The concen tration of dissolved molecules in mol m - 3 should be about the same, 
bu t the particle concentrations should be about twice as large because of dissociation (see 
Appendix) . 

3.2 . D istribution of impurities 

T he higher impurity content of the fine ice, together with additional information about 
tex ture, in situ temperature and liquid-water conten t (Harrison, 1975[b]; Raymond and 
Harrison, 1975 ; Raymond, 1976), makes it possible to attempt a semi-quantitative discussion 
of impurity distribution. The m ethod and resul ts a re summarized in T able I and discussed 
in the following paragraphs. 

The gas phase is considered fi rs t. The lack of any obvious difference in conductivity 
between clear and bubbly ice (F ig. I ) suggests that the contribu tion from carbon dioxide in 
gas bubbles is small. T his contribution would h ave been significant in the deep ice, about 
1. 2 X 10- 5 Q- I m - I, if the bubbles had the carbon dioxide content of a ir a t a pressure equal 
to the overburden pressure, the d ensity were 0.90 M g m - J, and all the carbon dioxide were 
dissolved on melting. It may be relevant tha t other m easurements (see W eiss and others, 1972) 
seem to indicate tha t little of the carbon dioxide in temperate glacier ice is in the gas phase. 

Some indication of the in situ liquid-phase im purity conten t is given by m easurements 
discussed elsewhere (Harrison, 1975[b] ; R aym ond and Harrison, 1975; Raym ond, 1976). 
In the shallow fine ice a temperature lowering of abou t 0.020 d eg implies an impurity con
centration of a bou t 5.5 mol m - 3 in the liquid contained in the veins at the three-grain 
intersections assuming the impurity molecules are dissociated .t Since the veins have a 
cross-sectional area of roughly 1 X 10- 10 m ', the impurity concen tration per unit length of 

* In this pa per g ra m equivalent a nd m olecular weights a re used . 
t It is unlikely tha t m uch of this tem perature lowering is due to pressure, at leas t if the vein pressu re is about 

th e same as the ice m ea n stress. A very sm a ll verti ca l stra in-rate (H arrison, I975 [aJ) provides ev idence that the 
ice m ean strcss is a bout the same as the overburden pressu re . 
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vein is roughly 5.5 X IO- IO mol m - I, which should probably be rounded off to [ X IO- 9 mol m- I 
considering the uncertainties. The total length of vein per unit bulk volume of fine ice is 
about [ X 106 m - 2, implying a bulk impurity contribu tion from the vei ns in the fine ice of 
roughly I X IO-3 mol m- 3. This is probably significantly less than the total bulk impurity 
concentration of 3 X 10- 3 mol m - 3 es timated from the melt conductivity, although some doubt 
exists because of the large uncertain ty in vein size (R aymond and Harrison, [975) . It may 
also be worth noting that the in situ vein liquid concentration, higher than in most tap water, 
may be high enough that dissociation is less than in the melt. In the coarse ice the total vein 
impurity content is very small compared with the total content of salt plus carbon dioxide, 
because so few veins are present. If the vein impurities are predominantly salt and carbon 
dioxide, subtraction implies that their bulk particle concentrations outside the veins are 
a bout 2 X 10- 3 mol m - 3 in fine ice, a nd 0 .8 X 10- 3 mol m- 3 in coarse ice. Since the total vein 
impurity content is fairl y low in fine ice, and negligible in coarse ice, these values change li ttle 
even if the vein impurities are not predominantly sal t and carbon dioxide. This is especially 
possible in the d eep ice where pressure is large enough that air dissolved in the vein liquid may 
make a substantial contribution to the temperature lowering. 

Outside the veins some of the impurities a re associated with grain-boundary area, and the 
rest with the interior of crystals. The concentrations at these locations can be found using the 
above bulk concentrations outside the veins in fine and coarse ice, if the grain-bounda ry area 
p er unit volume (j can be evaluated. This is given by 

(J = 2/a 
where a is the grain size (Smith and Guttman, [953) . More details are found in Table I. 
The assumption that these concentrations are independent of texture is necessary, and it may 
be reasonable, basically because th e temperature d epression by impurities seems to be about 
the same in all the ice sampled (Harrison, [975 [b] ; R aymond and Harrison , [975) , This 
implies that all the ice is in contact with liq uid of about the same impurity concentration, 
although the composition may not be constant over the entire depth sampled. At any rate, 
the results are I X 10- 6 mol m - 2 of grain-boundary area exclusive of veins, and 0.7 X 10- 3 

mol m - 3 of volume exclusive of grain boundaries and vei ns. The first of these values should 
probably be considered an order-of-magnitude estimate, since it is sensi tive to uncertainty in 
vein size, which, as already noted , is large. The second is sensitive to uncertainty in gra in size, 
among other things, and could ea sily be in error by a factor of perhaps 2 or 3. The grain
boundary area concentration might include impurities in liquid-filled lenses on the grain 

T A BLE I. IMP U RITY DISTRIBUTION I N POLYCRYSTA LLlNE T EMPERATE G LACI ER ICE AS FOUND FROM 

C = ICI + aCO + Cv 

\VH E RE T HE SYMBOLS ARE DEFINED IN T H E FIRST CO LUMN 

Input values 

C (total concentration per unit bulk volume of ice) 
Cl (cancen tra tion p er uni t length of vein ) 

I (vein length per unit volume) 
a (gra in boundary a rea per unit volume) 

Calculated values 

Co (concentra tion per unit a rea of grain bounda ry exclusive of veins) 
Cv (concentration pe r unit volume exclusive of grain boundaries 

and veins) 

Impurity totals 

ICI (in veins) 
aCo (in gra in boundary a rea exclusive o f veins ) 

Cv (in volume exclusive of gra in boundaries a nd veins) 

Fille ice Coarse ice 
(grain size ~ 2 IIlm ) (grain siz e ~ 201llm) 

3 X 10- 3 mol m- 3 0.8 X 10 - 3 

I X 10- 9 mol m- I 
I X 10 6 m - 2 I X 104 

I X 10 2 

I X 10- 6 mol m - 2 

0.7 X 10- 3 mol m - J 

I X 10- 3 m ol m- 3 1 X 10 - 5 

I X 10 - 3 m ol m- 3 0. 1 X 10- 3 

0.7 X 10- 3 mol m- 3 
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boundaries (Nye and Mae, 197'2 ) ; whether or not they were actually present in situ is not 
certain (Raymond and Harrison, 1975) . In any case these grain-boundary impurities should 
be distributed within a finite volume along the grain boundaries. The concentration p er unit 
volume exclusive of grain boundaries and veins is about the same as the total concentra tion 
in the coarse ice . This would be the concentration of salt and carbon dioxide dissolved in the 
ice lattice, as long as significant amounts of water outside veins and grain boundaries was not 
present in situ . Observations are consistent wi th this being so (R aymond a nd Harrison , 1975 ; 
Raymond, 1976) , but it is not cer tain . 

This va lue of o. 7 X 10- 3 mol m - J, possibly the lattice impurity content, is 50 or more times 
less than the lattice solubility found in the laboratory for HCI a t about the same temperature 
(Seidensticker, 197'2 ) , although some disagreem en t in the laboratory experiment exists. * 
If the Blue Glacier sal t and carbon dioxide impurities had the sam e lattice solubility as this 
value for H CI, under equilibrium conditions they could not account for the observed presence 
of the liquid phase (R aymond and Harrison, 1975) . This would imply that the major impuri
ties in the liquid phase are not salt and carbon dioxide. But it is eq ually plausible tha t, 
whatevcr thc actual composition of what wc have called salt and carbon dioxide impurities, 
the value estimated here does represent their solubility at the in situ temperature. 

The va lue of o. 7 X 10- 3 mol m - 3 is probably also significan tly less than the '2 X 10- 3 mol m - 3 

estimated for the solubility limit of sea sal ts in cold ice by Paren and Walker (1971 ) . Below 
the solubili ty limit, or saturation concentration, one would expect the solid concentration of 
impurities to decrease with increa sing temperature, just as the liquid concentra tion d oes, 
because of equilibrium between the impurities in the two phases . Our value, which as already 
noted is about the same as the to tal concentration in coarse ice, is also slightly less, although 
not necessarily significantly so, than the total concentration of sea salts in cold ice from interior 
Greenland and Antarctica found by Murozumi and others (1969) to be 1.0 X 10- 3 mol m - 3 

and 1.7 X 10- 3 mol m - 3, respectively. They did not m easure the textural dependence of the 
concentration. Considering that our value could contain a substantial con tribution from 
carbon dioxide, and that the possibility of some sample contamination h as not been completely 
rul ed out, it seem s that coa rse Blue Glacier ice may contain substan tially less salt than ice 
from the polar r egions, even though it is located within 60 km of the Pacific Ocean . 

3.3. H istory of the ice 

A t the loca tion of the core hole, the ice above about 30 m depth is mostly fine, and below 
i t is mostly coarse. Therefore the textural dependen ce of the impuri ty content also corres
ponds to a much lower bulk impurity conten t of the d eep ice than of the shallow ice. This 
indica tes either a difference in impurity content associated with the original deposition , or 
different histories of flushing by water motion, perhaps when what is now ice was snow or 
firn . T emperature m easurements (Harrison, 1975[b) ) seem to indicate that the p resent 
flushing of impurities from the ice now located at the site of the core hole is very slow (Raymond 
and Harrison, 1975) ' 

4. S U MMARY 

A somewha t crude physico-chemical picture of temperate glacier ice has emerged from 
simultaneous measurement of temperature, texture, and liquid and impurity contents. The 
approach has been essentially descriptive in that we have a ttempted to learn what conditions 
are at one site in a temperate glacier , but have not seriously addressed the interesting ques tion 
of what determines them . 

* The H e l la ttice solubility found by Krishnan and Sa lom o n ( 1969) is much lower, bu t pending clar ifica tion 
of a number of inconsistencies in their paper (private communication between H a rrison and Salomon ), we prefer 
to use Seidenstickers' value. 
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Although the bulk impurity concentration of the ice studied is extremely low, the con
centration in the in situ liquid phase is higher than in most tap water. The impurities have 
significant effects on temperature and thermal properties, and on processes such as regelation 
(Drake and Shreve, 1973) and the refreezing of bore holes (Harrison, 1972) . The effect on 
glacier hydrology, basal sliding, and possibly mechanical proper ties may also be significant. 
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APPENDIX 

THE relation between concentra tion of electrolytic solutions and elec trical conductivity is found in a ll textbooks 
on physical ch emistry. H ere we a re interested in dilute aqueous solutions. Let AO be the equivalen t conductivity 
of the solute at infinite dilution, when dissocia tion is complete. Then solute concentra tion C, expressed as equi
valents per unit volume, is re la ted to conductivity K by 

(A-I ) 

where Of. is the degree of dissocia tion. For a strong electrolyte the dissociation is essentia lly complete and Of. = I . 
For a w eak electrolyte Of. d ep ends upon concentration, even though the solution is dilute, a nd is found from 

K = ~ 
I - a 

(A-2 ) 

where K is the dissocia tion consta nt. Combination of Equations (A-I ) a nd (A-2) gives 

C = ;o+i(;oY. 
For most salts, dissocia tio n is complete a t the extremely low con centrations of interes t, so a = I. Since the 

equivale nt conductivities of m os t sa lts are very similar, Equa tion (A- I ) will give an estima te o f the to ta l number of 
equivalents of salt per unit vo lume when 1\0 = 6.7 X 10- 3 equiva lent- l Q- I m2, which is the value for NaCl at 
o°C. C oncentra tions of acids a nd bases would b e over-es timated because the equivalent conductivities of the 
H + a nd OH- ions a re a nom a lously high. Because some of the concentra tions of interest a re so low, it is worthwhi le 
to subtrac t from the conductivity in Equation (A-I ) the contribution K O from the dissocia tion of wa ter a t o°C. 
Then 

where v = I So equivalent Q m - 2 a nd Ko = o. I X 1 0 - 5 Q- I m- I. 
If the solute is predomina ntly dissolved carbon dioxide, Equation (A-3) applies with 1\0 = 2.6S X 10- 2 

equivalent- I Q- I m2 and K = 2.6 X 10- 4 equivalen t m- 3 . Then 

C = V ,K + ", K2 (A-S) 
where v , = 38 equivalent Q m - 2, a nd "2 = S.6 X 106 equivalent Q2 m - I. This refers to the to ta l carbon dioxide 
tha t is dissolved and not to just the portions hydra ted a nd dissocia ted. A lthough extrem ely low, the conducti vities 
of interes t a re sufficiently hig h tha t ( I) the second dissocia tion of carbon dioxide, which would complica te this 
picture, ca n be neglected , a nd (2) no water correction is necessary, essentia lly because pH is controlled by the 
carbon dioxide. 

For a dilute solution conta ining both sa lt and carbon dioxide, the dependence of conductivity on the con
centrations can be found b y solving Equations (A-4) a nd (A-5) for the individual contributio ns of each substa nce 
to the conductivity, and adding. Although the result is slightly compli ca ted, a simple conductivity- concentra tion 
interprcta tion is still poss ible, because over the limited conductivity ra nge of interes t , say from 0.5 X 10- 5 to 
2.0 X 10 - ; Q- l m- I, the condu ctivity- concentration d ependence is roughly the same for b oth substances. (This is 
easily seen from plots of Equations (A-4) and (A-S) .) As a result, E qua tion (1\-4) (o r (A-S)) can be interpreted 
as giving the tota l concen tl'ation of salt plus carbon dioxide wh en b o th are present. The associa ted error is 
neglig ible a t the upper end of the concentra tion r a nge compared with other uncer ta inties. The worst case occurs 
a t the lower end where the concentra tion of a solution containing pred ominantly carbon dioxide would be over
es tima ted b y a factor of a bou t two when Equa tio n (A-4) for sa lt is used . 

Concentration uni ts o ther tha n equivalents p er unit volume a re of interest . In the case of sa lt, the concentra
tion in moles is the same as tha t in equivalents, but the concentra tion of the total number of pa rticles is twice as 
la rge because of dissocia tion. This applies if a ll valences a re unity. If divalent species a re a bundant, these o ther 
concentra tions could be over-es tima ted by a factor of two. In the case of carbon dioxide the concentra tion in 
moles is also the same as the concentra tion in equivalents, but since no t every dissolved carbon dioxide molecule 
gives rise to two ions, the p a rticle concentration is only larger by the factor ( I + a), where a is determined by 
Equa tions (A-2) and (A-3) . This fac tor varies from 1.6 to 1. 3 over the conductivity range o. S X 10- 5 to 2 X 10- 5 

Q- l m - I. 
With the differences be tween salt and carbon dioxide in mind, Equa tion (A-4) fo r salt can be interpre ted as 

giving an estimate of the to ta l salt plus carbon dioxide concentra tion in equivalents, a nd the o ther concentration 
units estimated using the rules for salt. 

DISCUSSION 

J. F. NYE: Have you any comment on the question of whether the impuriti es in the interior 
of the grains may be concentrated on dislocations? If they were, could they cause local 
melting of the dislocation cores? This would be in addition to the possible effect of the very 
high shear stresses at a dislocation in causing stress melting of the dislocation core (see discus
sion on Weertman's paper at the Ottawa conference (Nye, 1973).) 
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J. W. GLEN (R eply to Nye): If most of the dissolved salts were in dislocations, then , presumably, 
the solubility of the solid would depend on dislocation density, and there would be no proper 
k value for solu tion of salts in ice. In fact people have found difficulties in measuring k values, 
so perhaps the evidence is ambiguous, but I know of no suggestion that dissolution is easier in 
deformed ice. The question is complicated by the fact that freez ing saline water does give a 
much higher dislocation density. Whether you could test this by X-ray topography or electron 
microscopy I rather doubt. X-ray topography certainly "sees" disloca tions, but I doubt if it 
could "see" impurities or a mol ten tunnel a long the core. Electron microscopy itself tends to 
damage and melt ice and could itself produce a molten tube. 

Finally, a question. Would it not be desirable to use specific ion electrodes, perhaps on th e 
melt from outsides of crystals preferentially, to see if the impurities are chloride or carbonate? 

W. D. HARRISON: Glen's answer seems more relevant to Nye's question than our data are. 
With regard to Glen's question, it would obviously be extremely desirable to obtain both 
specific ion and dissolved CO 2 data. Even then , the conductivity data are useful because they 
give a rough idea of total ion content, which is most relevant from a strictly thermodynamic 
point of view. 
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